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Syllable Types 
Defining and Recognizing the Six Syllable Types 

 
Created by Kathy Young 

 
www.smartontheinside.com 

Skills Required to Read a 
Multisyllable Word 

�  Student must 
�  Know how to recognize the syllables 

�  Rapidly divide syllables 
�  Determine the vowel sound 

Most multisyllable words have a nonsense word in at 
least one syllable. 

Components of  Good 
Phonics Instruction 

�  Explicit 
�  Instruction is specific and direct 

�  Tell the student what you want him to know 

�  Systematic 
�  The teacher used an intentional well-planned routine 

�  Introduce it 

�   Define it 

�   Give examples and non-examples 

�   Read and write words that enable practice of  the 
concept 

Good Phonics Instruction  
�  Sequential 

�  Concepts are taught in a predetermined order 

“ …..supporting students to read multisyllable words has 
to involve analysis and synthesis, and there needs to be a 
lot of  practice doing both.” 

    Isabel Beck 
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Phonics Boost 
 Syllable Types 

�  Closed   (43% frequency in English) 

�  R-Controlled 

�  Consonant –le 

�  Open   (32% frequency in English) 

�  Vowel – Consonant –e 

�  Vowel Team 

Closed Syllable 
� One vowel followed by one or more 

consonants with a short sound 
� and, shell, itch, lock, up 

 

Which are closed syllables? 
 

dal   rem   op   de    

ish   sto   last   etch 

cod   dor   un   ship 

mer   san   beach  nick 

gress   quin   barn   trum   
     

 

CLOSED SYLLABLES 
dal   rem   op   de    

ish   sto   last   etch 

cod   dor   un   ship 

mer   san   beach  nick 

gress  quin   barn   trum   
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R-Controlled Syllables 

One vowel followed by an 
“r”   (ar, or, er, ir, ur) 

 

              her, bird, turn barn fork 

Which are R-Controlled 
Syllables? 

ger   re   rit   tar 

farm   dren   sur   brack 

fir   pre   per   pret 

trap    card   blur   scarf  

thru            thur   strap    ner   
    

R-Controlled Syllables 
ger   re   rit   tar 

farm   dren   sur   brack 

fir   pre   per   pret 

trap    card   blur   scarf 

thru            thur   strap    ner   
    

Consonant –le Syllables 
A final syllable that has one 
consonant followed by –le with a 
schwa sound. 

 

(-ble, -cle, -dle, -fle, -gle, -kle, -ple, -tle) 
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Which words have 
consonant-le syllables? 

thimble  cymbal  tackle  model 

clever  grumble  hospital  cycle 

cable   bleeding  single  metal 

twinkle  dimple  rebel   hassle   

Words With Consonant-le Syllables 
thimble  cymbal  tackle  model 

clever  grumble  hospital  cycle 

cable  bleeding  single  metal 

twinkle  dimple  rebel   hassle   

Open Syllables 

One vowel at the end of  a 
syllable with a long or 
schwa sound 
(table, even, silent, over, music      extra) 

Open Syllables 
�  When a vowel is in an open syllable, 75%  of  the 

time the sound will be long. 

bo-nus  le-gal    ba-sic 

• Not all open syllables have the long sound. It 
depends on the accent or stress.  In an unaccented 
open syllable, the vowel sound will be a schwa. 

com-pli-ment       com-ma  a-bout 
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Which are Open Syllables? 
pute   la   me   fri 

fir   ur   stu   est 

a   si   up   plu 

ba   ite   en   o   
    

    

Open Syllables 
pute   la   me   fri 

fir   ur   stu   est 

a   si   up   plu 

ba   ite   en   o   
    

Vowel Consonant-e Syllable 
One vowel followed by one 
consonant and a silent “e” with a 
long vowel sound 

 

(made, Pete, pine, note, cube) 

Which are  
Vowel-Consonant-e Syllables 
tane   ver   slate   cre 

slide   mea   con   file 

ade   ine   ste   teen 

white   pute   es   ize 
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Vowel-Consonant-e 
Syllables 

tane   ver   slate   cre 

slide   mea   con   file 

ade   ine   ste   teen 

white  pute   es   ize 

 

Vowel Team Syllable 
Two or more letters that form a 
long or blended sound 

 

(ai, ay, ee, ea, ie, oa, ow, ue) 

(oi, oy, au, aw, oo, ou) 

Predictable Vowel Teams 
 

�  oa as in boat 

�  ee as in feet 

�  ai/ay as in rain and say 

�  oi, oy as in coin and boy 

�  aw, au as in paw and fault 

Less Predictable Vowel 
Teams 

�  ea as in eat (51%), bread (26%), steak 

�  ie as in chief  (51%), tie (17%), friend 

�  oo as in moon (50%), book (36%), flood 

�  ou as in trouble (41%), house (35%) 

�  ow as in grow (50%) and cow (48%) 
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Syllaboards 
�  How many vowel letters are in the word? 

�  Are the vowel letters together or apart? 

�  Do you see a vowel-consonant –e? 

�  How many syllables are there? 

Really Great Reading 
Company 

�  TOOLS FOR STRUGGLING READERS   
�  Diagnostics 

�  Hands On Phonics Tools 

�  Online Tools 

�  Phonics Blitz  (Grades 4-12) 

�  Phonics Boost  (Grades 2-12) 

�  Phonics Boost Plus 

�  www.reallygreatreading.com 


